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Form Availability:  Dec twenty two â€“ Feb fifteen

Website: www.bitsadmission.com/

Forms obtainable At: Official web site of BITS Pilani

Application Fee: Rs. 1600/-(Rs. 1100/- for feminine candidates)

Application Process: Interested candidates ought to register their names for BITSAT-2012 by
applying within the prescribed application kind on-line. Complete the applying kind on-line at
http://www.bitsadmission.com and pay the prescribed fees. additionally take the print out of the
stuffed kind for your future reference. If you create payment by Demand draft then a duplicate of the
finished application kind alongwith the prescribed fees of Rs. 1700/- (Rs. 1200/- for feminine
candidates) ought to be sent to Admissions Officer, BITS, Pilani â€“ 333 031. If you're employing a
payment mode apart from DD then the prescribed fee for BITSAT 2012 is Rs. 1600/-(Rs. 1100/- for
feminine candidates).

If a candidate chooses Dubai as a take a look at center the applying fee for each male and feminine
candidates are same and can be US $ fifty (or Indian Rs. 2500/- ). Details for payment of fees are
obtainable at the web site whereas applying on-line.

Deadline to use for BITSAT-2012 on-line beside the fee payment is fifteenth February 2012. If
you're usind DD because the mode of payment then the DD beside a duplicate of application kind
should reach Admissions workplace, BITS Pilani by five.00 PM on 15st February 2012.

Those who register for the take a look at and reserve take a look at dates need to download the â€˜Hall
ticketâ€™, alongwith directions, from BITS web site as per the schedule given earlier. The tests are
conducted throughout tenth could â€“ ninth June 2012.

Procedure for Applying for admission:

In addition to applying and showing for BITSAT-2012, candidates need to additionally apply for
admission to BITS giving details of their twelfth marks and preferences to completely different
degree programmes offered. The prescribed application kind for admission, the detailed application
procedure and therefore the final list of Degree programmes offered are obtainable at the BITS web
site, by nineteenth could 2012. the finished kind with the desired application fee should be submitted
therefore on reach the under-mentioned on or before five.00 PM on thirtieth June 2012.

Eligibility:

For admission to any of the on top of Integrated initial Degree Programmes, candidates ought to
have passed the twelfth category examination of 10+2 system from a recognized Central or State
board or its equivalent with Physics, Chemistry, and arithmetic. any the candidate ought to have
obtained a minimum of combination seventy fifth marks in Physics, Chemistry and arithmetic
subjects in twelfth examination, a minimum of hour marks in every of the Physics, Chemistry, and
arithmetic subjects and may have adequate proficiency in English.

Only Students who are showing for twelfth examination in 2012 or who have passed twelfth
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Examination in 2011 are eligible to look within the BITSAT-2012 take a look at. If a candidate has
taken quite one try in twelfth category or its equivalent, solely his latest performance is taken into
account, provided this try has been for the total part of subjects/courses prescribed. Students who
have passed twelfth examination in 2010 or earlier don't seem to be eligible to look in BITSAT-2012.
Students who are presently finding out in BITS at any of its campuses don't seem to be eligible to
look in BITSAT-2012.

Admissions are created purely on advantage. The advantage position of the candidate for
admission are based mostly on the score obtained by the candidate within the BITSAT-2012.
However, their eligibility for admission is subject to fulfilling the need of minimum marks in twelfth
examination, as mentioned on top of.

Direct Admission to Board Toppers:

In the past, admission method of the Institute continually ensured guaranteed admission to all or
any the scholars who obtained initial ranks in their respective board examinations. This has given a
really important input of highly meritorious students from everywhere India. initial rank students of all
the central and state boards in India for the year 2012 are given direct admission to the program of
their alternative, regardless of their BITSAT-2012 score as per the eligibility criteria mentioned on
top of. any details regarding this theme are obtainable at BITS web site by twentieth could, 2012.

Contact Info:

The Admissions Officer,

BITS

Pilani â€“ 333 031

Rajasthan
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